
Feature: 

1. M shape diamond saw blade segment use high grade diamond use good quality
bonding agent.

2. Strict quality inspection on each production process.

3. Stone Block Cutting Diamond Segment Manufacturer stable cutting , narrow cutting
gap , stone waste reduction.

4. Cooperation with university's experts on technology & formula reserch.

5. Diamond saw blade segment for granite cutting is work in low noise,small cutting slot
which ensures maximum use of stone and uniform thickness.

Product Description： 

1. Stone Cutting Segment Wholesales customize different formula and guarantee
performance cost according to the mixing percentage of hard, medium, soft, abrasive stone,
in order to maximize the performance.

2. Fine selected diamond with great strength and toughness ensures the sharpening feature
and lifetime of the diamond wire. cheap price diamond blade segment.

3. Sophisticated sintering technology with well controlled temprature and pressure
guarantees the diamond beads with great anti-abrasiveness feature.

4. Self-developed automatic production equipment and strict inline and final inspection
controls the quality and stability.

Product Specification: 

The following are normal specifications M shape diamond saw blade segment:

Blade Diameter  
Segment Size   

L W H 
1350MM 24MM 8.0/7.0MM 20MM 

The above specifications is only for reference, other specifications may be available as per
customer's demand.

Other specifications of cutter segment:

https://www.diamondtools.top/products/BOREWAY-Stone-Block-Cutting-Diamond-Segments-for-Granite-Slab-Cutting.html
https://www.diamondtools.top/products/China-Multi-Layers-Marble-Blade-Manufacturer-Stone-Cutting-Segment-Wholesales.html


Other specifications of cutter segment:



The above specifications is only for reference, other specifications may be available as per
customer's demand.

Product show 

M Shape Diamond Saw Blade Segment For Granite









Application: 

M shape diamond saw blade segment for bridge cutting machine and single arm
machine.

Stone diamond cutting segment for cutting of granite, sandstone, various hard stone.

M shape diamond saw blade segment using in block cutting for 900-3500mm circular
saw blades for block cutting.





FAQ

1.Can you accept OEM orders?

Yes, with professional design team, OEM orders are highly welcome.

2.Are you factory or trade company?

We are factory. And we have ourselves trading company.

3. Does your company accept customization?

Of course, we accept customization. Including different colors, cutting objects, etc. We can
also tag your own label and company brand. If you want us to make any new products for
you, just send your products to us. Whether it's drawings or samples, we have the ability to
produce the same products. We will not sell these products to others, only customers can get
permission.



Contact Us: 

 No.605 Huahui Center, Shuitou Town 362342 Quanzhou, Fujian, China

TEL: (+86)595-86990206 /  Fax: (+86)595-86990220

Mobile/WhatsApp/Wechat: (+ 86) 18650679939 

E-mail: boreway@boreway.com

Lyon Chang


